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Alfred Jaeger, Inc., your one source for back volumes in all subject disciplines.

Our comprehensive inventory is sure to include the exact material you need from all over the world. That's why we've been a primary source for libraries for almost 40 years. Simply send us your list of requirements and we'll respond promptly. Come visit our homepage at the address www.ajaeger.com. By the way, we'll also be glad to purchase your duplicate copies.

So for instant relief of back issue problems, Jaeger is the prescription. Contact us today. Write or call Toll Free 1-800-969-JAGR.
Breakthrough Collection Development Services

- Intuitive presentation of approval profiles
- Online review of new title announcements
- Flexible selection and ordering features
- Adaptable to local systems and workflows
- Developed in partnership with librarians

To begin using Collection Manager, the complete workflow solution, contact...

BLACKWELL'S
BOOK SERVICES

Matt Nauman
6024 S.W. Jean Road, Building G
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035
Phone: 1-800-547-6426
Fax: 503-639-2481
E-mail: mktg@blackwell.com
http://www.blackwell.com
Our Numbers Tell The Tale:

8,788 Weeks On The Best Seller List

Since 1828, we’ve worked hard to be the “best seller” in the library world. And, like all best sellers, we know you put us there and only you will keep us there. That’s why we are continually updating our services and systems to provide you with the best, most flexible programs plus the widest available selection of titles. Read between the lines: With your support and our commitment, we will continue to be your “best seller” for a long, long time to come.

BAKER & TAYLOR
Information and Entertainment Services

phone: 800-775-1800
e-mail: btiinfo@baker-taylor.e-mail.com
web site: http://www.baker-taylor.com

Against The Grain / June 1998

<http://www.against-the-grain.com>
"IoP online journals are no longer a simple alternative to the print journals, but now act as the starting point to a research adventure linking full-text articles to bibliographic information, and then maybe on to other relevant full-text articles...

All you need to do is choose a thread of an article and a whole blanket of research is revealed to you!"

CERN Bulletin, December 1997

HyperCite™, part of the Electronic Journals Service. Available at no extra cost to Institute of Physics Publishing institutional subscribers.

Free demonstration at http://www.iop.org/EJ/welcome

Institute of Physics Publishing
IOP Publishing Inc,
The Public Ledger Building, Suite 1035, 150 South Independence Mall West, Philadelphia PA 19106.
Tel: (800) 338 4677, Fax: (215) 627 0879, Email: info@ioppubusa.com
You serve a diverse constituency. Scientists. Economists. Hobbyists. Grad students. Writers. Teachers. Politicians. And that's just the beginning. People from all professions and interests ask you for the very latest articles from their professional journals. That's why you want UnCover.

UnCover is a powerful new way to answer patrons' needs for on-demand journal access and efficient document delivery. And UnCover delivers the right administrative controls and functions, too. There are customized gateway options that integrate your library's periodical holdings with UnCover's database of nearly 18,000 journal titles.

There's REVEAL — UnCover's personalized current awareness alerting service. And with UnCover's many reporting options, you can track and monitor access and utilization.

Want to deliver some good news to your patrons and your bottom line? Get the whole UnCover story for yourself.

Call us at 1-800-787-7979 or visit our Web site at http://uncweb.carl.org.


Electronic journals
now you can streamline ordering and access!

Growing numbers of electronic journals
bring with them new challenges for library
managers and end users.

SwetsNet is a major new service, providing
a single source for accessing a broad range
of publishers' electronic titles.

SwetsNet offers:

• browsing of contents of specific
  journal issues

• full searching across all titles in
  SwetsNet or those subscribed
to by your library

• searching of tables of contents
  and abstracts

• regular management information

• full information and support services

• simplified password administration

• SwetsNet is accessible via the WWW

For further information and trial access,
contact Brian Noone at 800-447-9387

Swets Subscription Service • 440 Creamery Way, Suite A • Exton, PA 19341 • Tel: 800-447-9387 • Fax: 610-524-5366
e-mail: s&zinc@swets.nl • World Wide Web: http://www.swets.nl
Question:
What Affects the Barotropic Stability of a Hurricane's Vortex?

Answer:

Information Quest

Dawson announces Information Quest — a new Web-based information research, access and retrieval service supporting simple to sophisticated queries. This easy-to-use tool delivers one-stop access to scientific, technical, medical, and business electronic content conveniently at your desktop.

Information Quest provides powerful, full-text indexing and searching capabilities through a state-of-the-art search engine. Timely e-mail notices of article availability based on your specific search criteria. Automated tracking and detailed usage reports for collection analysis. Plus, the future ability for OPAC integration and on-line subscription ordering.

To learn how Information Quest can help you answer those difficult and unique questions, call 1-800-422-3223, or visit our Web site at http://www.informationquest.com.

Worldwide Headquarters: 5838 Edison Place • Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (760)431-8400

©1997, Dawson Inc.
What Will You Find?

ProQuest Direct, UMI’s progressive online information service, brings unlimited answers right to the desktop.

Whatever the inquiry, ProQuest Direct delivers. Technical data... business and management information... general-reference news... scholarly research... the possibilities are endless. And while articles are available in a variety of formats—full text, full image, or UMI’s unique format, Text+Graphics™—they come with the accounting and tracking procedures and safeguards publishers have come to expect from UMI, the industry’s leader in copyright-clearance issues.

ProQuest Direct offers real answers in real time. Contact us to find out more.

UMI
300 North Zeeb Road
P.O. Box 1346
Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346

800/521-0600
www.um.com
Don't Be Bob

The decisions you make today will affect your online publishing strategy for years to come. Especially those regarding your choice of archival format. A word to the wise: Invest in SGML.

SGML lends itself to immediate solutions with robust results. Like the COS Online Journal Publishing System. It takes the SGML file created from the print journal content, stores it in a relational database, and creates full-text online journals on the fly, complete with graphics and dynamically generated hyperlinks. So you get your journal on the Web quickly and cost-effectively. And your readers gain tremendous advantages in functionality.

Don't be lured by simplistic "solutions." For long-term online journal publishing that works, call Community of Science. And if you see Bob, tell him to give us a call, too.
EBSCO's increased integration efforts will soon provide the simplicity you've been seeking in information management.

Your library users will be able to simultaneously search electronic journals and multiple online databases. They will easily link to the full text of articles. They will be notified instantly when your library's local print collection contains the desired issue. And they will automatically have the option to order individual documents when the full text isn't available elsewhere.

All with the click of a few buttons at the desktop. And all without entering and exiting several systems.

Quick, seamless, efficient access to Web-based information. With EBSCO, it's rapidly becoming a reality.

Helping you simplify your research environment.
Primary Source Media presents Rare Books Online: Witchcraft in Europe and America, edited by Mark Dimunation, Cornell University, and Edward Peters, The University of Pennsylvania.

On-line access to a selection of Cornell University's world-renowned witchcraft collection. Riveting primary source accounts of enchantment, sorcery and pandemonium presented in electronic text and digital facsimile images allows fast and easy entry into the historical, social, legal, religious and literary entities of witchcraft.

Explore the traditions, roots and rituals of modern European and American culture from the 16th to the 19th century.

Advanced technology and tiered pricing ensure that all institutions may encounter the rarest and most revealing monographs of their kind.

Choose your charm - ponder the pandemonium - perform a little magic .....
A time-saving solution to your patrons' information needs...

**APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS JOURNAL LITERATURE ON CD-ROM**

The AMR CD will help you keep your patrons on top of the latest published journal literature with these time-saving features:

- quick, easy access to over 100,000 classified journal article abstracts
- search capabilities by title, author, source journal, classification, author affiliation, keyword and more
- narrowed searches that produce more on-target "hits" than any

Containing over 100,000 citations from AMR's journal literature section, which draws from 450 international journals, the AMR CD-ROM is the ultimate tool for accessing engineering literature. The nine years of engineering literature (1989-1997) on the CD is easily searchable using convenient custom-designed query templates or Boolean commands for quick searches.

The product offers users the capability of creating a Shadow File in which they can save their search result notes on diskette for later use with the CD. An extensive Help File offers users instant answers to their "How to" questions.

**AMR MONTHLY JOURNAL**

Each monthly journal issue of AMR contains approximately 1,600 article abstracts in mechanics and related fields from 450 research journals worldwide. All abstracts are arranged by a comprehensive subject classification scheme with extensive cross-indexing.

In addition, AMR editors select acclaimed experts to contribute book reviews — about 15 per issue. A separate annual index, which lists all abstracts and book reviews, is organized by subject, author, and alphabetical keyword.

**TO ORDER**

| Mail: | ASME, 22 Law Drive, Box 2900, Fairfield, NJ 07007-2900 |
| Phone: | U.S. and Canada: 800-843-2763 |
| | Mexico: 95-800-843-2763 |
| | Outside No. America: 973-882-1167 |
| Fax: | 973-882-1717 |
| E-mail: | infocentral@asme.org |

**AMR CD-ROM (ISSN: 1088-8535), $499**
**AMR Journal (ISSN: 0003-6900), $642**
**AMR CD-ROM and Journal, $913**
Coming February 1999!

Encyclopedia of Electrical and Electronics Engineering

from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Edited by:
John G. Webster, Ph.D., Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Wisconsin, Madison. Dr. Webster is a Fellow of the IEEE, editor of the four-volume Encyclopedia of Medical Devices and Instrumentation, and has developed 14 other publications. He is assisted by an international editorial board of 64 professionals representing the many branches of electrical and electronics engineering.

Authoritative Reference for Research, Teaching and Industry Applications

Wiley's forthcoming Encyclopedia of Electrical and Electronics Engineering will provide complete coverage of all aspects of the field with 24 volumes and about 20,000 pages of coverage. Subscribers of the print volumes will have access to the electronic version which will be published on the World Wide Web—all for one price! The electronic version will offer special applications and animation and will be updated regularly. The Encyclopedia is expected to include about 2,000 articles. Each one will be written by an expert in his or her particular discipline and reviewed by two other experts to ensure that the information is both cutting-edge and authoritative.

Comprehensive Coverage of Electrical and Electronics Engineering

The Encyclopedia of Electrical and Electronics Engineering is expected to become the standard reference in its field in libraries worldwide. With its alphabetical organization, extensive cross-referencing, and combined subject, author and keyword index, users will be able to quickly pinpoint and jump to needed information.

The following are just a few of the 2,000 articles covering the whole field of electrical engineering, electronics, and computer engineering:

- Accelerated Life Testing in Reliability
- Cryptography
- Database Mining
- Doppler Radar
- Electronic Switches
- Fingerprinting Identification
- Fuel Cells
- Fuzzy Neural Network Devices
- Integrated Circuit Measurement
- Local Area Networks
- Medical Expert Systems
- Micromachined Devices
- Mobile Radio Channels
- Optical Networks
- Shielded Power Cables
- Speech Recognition
- Superconducting Microwave Technology
- Tactile Sensors
- Thin Film Circuits
- Wind Power Plants

A complete list of topics is available at www.wiley.com/ee/engineering.htm

Price and Ordering Information

Price includes 24 volumes and access to the Web version

To receive detailed information closer to the publication date, please contact your vendor.
WHY DO MORE LIBRARIES CHOOSE BOOKS IN PRINT?

RECENTLY, an independent research firm conducting a national survey told us that more libraries use the BOOKS IN PRINT family than any other source of book information. When we asked why, we discovered that your answers fell into two categories:

"BOOKS IN PRINT helps me serve patrons better."

Often, patrons ask librarians about a book they don't know much about. With BOOKS IN PRINT on DISC, you can locate virtually any title...even if your patron knows only a word from the title, the subject, the illustrator, or another tiny fragment of information.

When a patron comes to you with the question "Are there any books on...?" you can easily answer the question using BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISC's fast and powerful search capabilities. You can even easily print out a customized bibliography in a few minutes.

Plus, when a patron asks you what a book is about, you can refer to BOOKS IN PRINT's 170,000+ descriptive annotations or the 300,000 full-text reviews in BOOKS IN PRINT with BOOK REVIEWS ON DISC.

"BOOKS IN PRINT makes my job easier."

BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISC helps you speed through verification processes since it gives you quick access to ISBNs, exact titles, prices, authors, contributor information, distributor and publisher addresses and phone numbers, return policies, and much more.

You can also automatically print POs, cataloging records and electronic orders without retyping. Plus, BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISC simplifies your record-keeping by letting you download information directly into your word processing programs.

In addition, you can save ordering data in a format 25 vendors will accept...not just Baker & Taylor. And forthcoming titles are flagged to help you locate the new titles that are right for your collection!

Order Now! 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee!

You can't understand the true value of BOOKS IN PRINT till you use it yourself. That's why we're making BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISC and BOOKS IN PRINT with BOOK REVIEWS ON DISC available with a 30-day money-back guarantee!

To find out more, check out our website (www.info@bowker.com). Or to order, call now. Be sure to ask about our budget-friendly update plans!
Forthcoming FROM

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE VIETNAM WAR
A Political, Social, and Military History
VOLUMES I, II, AND III
Spencer C. Tucker, Editor
The most comprehensive study of the Vietnam War ever published.
Prepublication $247.50

Explore the encyclopedia's features in depth at
www.vietnamwar-reference.com

NATIVE AMERICANS
An Encyclopedia of History, Culture, and Peoples
VOLUMES I AND II
Barry M. Pritzker
A beautifully illustrated, one-stop reference source on indigenous peoples of the United States and Canada.
Prepublication $135.00

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF URBAN AMERICA
The Cities and Suburbs
VOLUMES I AND II
Neil Larry Shumsky, Editor
A detailed reference book, compiled by more than 300 contributors, spanning major cities, suburbs, people, places, contemporary issues, history, and development of urban America.

800-368-6868
805-968-1911
www.abc-clio.com
130 Cremona Drive
Santa Barbara
California 93117

ABC CLIO
"Highly recommended for all libraries and poetry lovers. A **must-buy**. A stupendous resource: the complete database can be searched and is exceptionally browsable, and text can easily be copied. This disc magnificently combines quality reference information, primary source materials, and valuable multimedia elements. **One of the finest databases we have seen in recent years.**" — *Library Journal*

"This disc is well worth the cost. A CD-ROM worthy of the poet, the house, and this developing format. A cyberspace poet-in-residence."
— *VOYA*

"An essential purchase for poetry collections. **Highly recommended.** The product is targeted at middle school to adult levels and offers all readers something to suit their needs."
— *Electronic Resources Review*

- An original half-hour documentary, narrated by Richard Wilbur
- More than 45 additional minutes of digital video
- 90 minutes of audio of Frost reading 69 of his finest poems
- 200 photos of Frost, his family, and important figures of his time
- 30 minutes of audio of Frost in lectures and interviews
- Over 1,600 hyperlinks
- The complete Collected Poems (1949 Authoritative Edition)
- The complete text of the official one-volume biography
- Original commentary on the poems by ten distinguished scholars
- 1,500 pages of major critical statements, letters, biographical material, and Frost's essays and interviews

0-8050-5703-X  $49.95 • 0-8050-5704-8 (Teacher's Edition)  $69.95

Published January 1998

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Macintosh OS 7.1 or higher; Windows 3.1 or Windows 95. The minimum Mac is a 80386, 25 MHz machine; the minimum Windows machine is a 486, 66 MHz. The disk requires 10MB of hard disk space, 12 MB RAM (16 recommended), a color video display (256 colors minimum, 16-bit preferred), at least a 2X CD-ROM drive, and audio capability.

Available from your regular supplier
For more information contact Audrey Melkin at
telephone: 212-886-9398 • fax: 212-645-2610 • e-mail: audrey_melkin@hh Holt.com

**HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY**
From ordering to invoicing, libraries all across the country are designing service to meet their needs. Why shouldn't you?

125 Years
Emery-Pratt
Of Service
BOOK DISTRIBUTOR

1966 W. Main Street • Owosso, MI 48867-1397
Phone Toll-Free 1 800 248-3887 • Fax Toll-Free 1 800 523-6379
e-mail: custserv@emery-pratt.com • http://www.emery-pratt.com
REVEALS ALL!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Price Per No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACI STRUCTURAL JOURNAL</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTA ARITHMETICA</td>
<td>18 ISS.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGAINST THE GRAIN</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLERGY</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANAEROBE</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANNALS OF MATHEMATICS</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>8-11</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHAEOLOGY</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTRONOMICAL JOURNAL</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLANTIC MONTHLY</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1, 2, 4-6</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTOMATICA</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Want to see more? Absolute’s unique automated inventory allows you to view absolutely everything we have in stock for immediate delivery. For your convenience, our inventory is segregated by complete volumes, single issues and is updated daily.

In the event that your required material is not listed, Absolute will assist your library in searching for missing journals by utilizing our world-wide network of vendors. In addition, we also contact publishers for complete volume and single issue orders. If it’s out there, we’ll find it!

Absolute provides a multitude of services for your library. Browse our web page or ask for our brochure and see ALL Absolute has to offer!
What do this animal and the leader in **full-service document delivery** have in common?

They’re both fast, lean, resourceful and great caregivers.

**Just what you look for in a full-service document delivery provider:**

- **Rapid standard delivery** with rush capabilities
- **Competitive base prices** with volume discounts from an organization that knows how to pass cost savings onto the customer
- **Innovative solutions** such as globally-networked document sources, customized document ordering and management services, state-of-the-art automation, and a personalized TOC current awareness service
- **Trained account service professionals** who really care about your needs

---

*All the document services you need and want from a name you already know and trust—EBSCO.*

EBSCO

**Delivering Results Worldwide.**

Phone: (978) 356-6500
(ask for a Document Delivery Representative)
E-mail: info@ebscodoc.com
Web: www.ebscodoc.com

---

**THE LEADER IN INTEGRATED INFORMATION MANAGEMENT**

When you contact us, please mention Code No. ATG98 so that we may better assist you.
FROM ELSEVIER SCIENCE...
SCIENCE PUBLISHER TO THE WORLD

A FREE alerting service by E-mail for Elsevier Science journals

ContentsDirect allows you unrivalled access to the Tables of Contents pages of Elsevier Science journals in the following subject areas:

- Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
- Clinical Medicine
- Computer Science
- Earth and Planetary Sciences
- Economics, Business and Management Science
- Engineering, Energy and Technology
- Environmental Science and Technology
- Life Sciences
- Materials Science
- Mathematics
- Physics and Astronomy
- Social Sciences
- Multidiscipline

Why register to ContentsDirect?

- Provides via E-mail advance notice of forthcoming papers, allowing you to reserve the issue at your library.
- Provides an invaluable information resource to scientists and researchers requiring the very latest information on soon-to-be published papers.
- Keeps you at the forefront of current research.
- Enables you to create a personal archive of key journal contents in your field of interest.

How to register for ContentsDirect:

- The quickest way to register for ContentsDirect is via Elsevier Science home page on the world wide web.
- Registration is simple and the selection of titles is provided by access to drop down menus of all subject classifications plus a complete listing of all titles available.
- If you wish to select new titles or amend your existing selection - simply re-visit the web site and personally make your changes.

Register now!

www.elsevier.com/locate/ContentsDirect
www.elsevier.nl/locate/ContentsDirect
www.elsevier.co.jp/locate/ContentsDirect

NB If you can't access the web - please note that you can still register by sending an E-mail to cdsubs@elsevier.co.uk
GET ANYWHERE YOU WANT FROM JUST ONE SITE

Reference Linking Takes You Places Most Journals Can’t Go

Now there’s a powerful new feature that lets your patrons reach beyond the pages of a single journal—even beyond the pages of all AIP journals. It’s called reference linking.

With reference linking, your patrons can follow a trail of research as never before. They can just click on an article citation and link to the referenced article’s abstract in databases such as INSPEC and SPIN. There are also links to other valuable resources, such as the preprint server at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), where bibliographic records and the full text of every cited preprint are available.

Citations also link to the full text of articles in other AIP online journals to which you subscribe. Links to abstracts as well as full text articles are available for most AIP journals beginning with January 1998 issues. JETP Letters, offers links to issues starting in January 1997, and for Applied Physics Letters links are in place back to January 1995.

If your patrons haven’t tried reference linking, please remind them of it the next time they use an AIP online journal. It’s a true milestone in the evolution of research journals. To find out about other valuable new features and services including Articles In Physics—which offers online purchase and delivery of single articles to anyone on the Internet—visit our Web site at www.aip.org/ojs/ojsann.html.

For more information on AIP journals and online services, call us toll-free at 1-800-344-6902 or 516-576-2270.

You can also e-mail us at subs@aip.org.
New from Ashgate—References Essential for your Collection

Dictionary of EnameUing
History and Techniques
Erika Speel

"...the most extensive coverage of factual information, available anywhere, about the art of enameling...a valuable reference and source of information for all serious enamelist as well as beginners...libraries, collectors, and the general public will find this dictionary to be a quick reference...We highly recommend the 'Dictionary of Enamelling'—Glass on Metal, April 1998

The Dictionary of Enamelling is the first book to provide a comprehensive guide to this most diverse of the decorative arts. Indispensable for anyone interested in the evolution of enamelling technique, the book includes some 400 entries covering every aspect of its history.

ISBN: 1-85928-272-5  1998  200 pages  100 color, 100 b/w illus. $99.95, Hardback

Soundtracks
An International Dictionary of Composers for Film
Stewart R. Craggs

Arranged alphabetically by composer, this dictionary comprises over 500 entries covering all nationalities. Each entry includes brief biographical information on the composer, followed by a list of the films (with dates) for which he or she has composed. Soundtracks will become a standard reference for all those interested in the history of 20th century music and the development of film.

announcing...

KLUWER ONLINE


- provides your patrons with full text (including figures, tables, and images) of articles from Kluwer's journals
- full search capabilities allow look-up from one page
- offers access to numerous sources of related information
- subscriptions and consortia site licenses available from Kluwer Academic Publishers or Kluwer's Online Subscription Partners
- local storage options available
- direct links to ISI's WEB OF SCIENCE
- free to paper subscribers in 1998 upon request; commercially available in January 1999

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT KLUWER ONLINE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMERICAS</th>
<th>EUROPE, ASIA, AFRICA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam Chesler</td>
<td>Jan Hettink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Manager, Marketing &amp; Library Relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Products &amp; Services</td>
<td>Spuiboulevard 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 Philip Drive</td>
<td>3300 GR Dordrecht • The Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwell, MA 02061</td>
<td>Tel (011) 31 78 6392 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel (781) 871-6311, x201</td>
<td>Fax (011) 31 78 6392 323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax (781) 871-6528</td>
<td>E-Mail <a href="mailto:jan.hettink@wkap.nl">jan.hettink@wkap.nl</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Mail <a href="mailto:achesler@wkap.com">achesler@wkap.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blackwells
(800)221-3306
www.blackwells.com

Dawson/Information Quest
(800)422-3223
www.informationquest.com

EBSCO
(800)633-4604
www.ebsco.com

OCLC
(800)848-5878
www.oreilly.org

Swets & Zeitlinger Inc.
(800)44SWETS
www.swetsnet.com

http://www.wkap.nl
No Matter HOW YOU MEASURE...

We Set The Standard For:

- Timely Delivery
- High Fulfillment
- Low Error Rate
- Customer Service
- Value

Benchmark Results for Firm Orders are available for your review. Contact us by Phone, Fax, or E-mail, and we’ll send you a copy of the report.

Send Your Trial Order Today and see if we Measure up to Your Standards.

Jobbers Serving Libraries with ANY BOOK IN PRINT
Phone: (800) 248-1146
Fax: (800) 858-9716
e-mail: bhinfo@thebookhouse.com
GOBlyond

Libraries everywhere are planning for the next century with YBP and our GOBI™ database.

GOBI (Global Online Bibliographic Information) is the best tool in the galaxy for searching and ordering English-language monographs. Now, go beyond with GobiLink, and link your system to ours. To learn more about GOBI, GobiLink, shelf-ready services, consortial profiles, and other YBP services for the 21st century, visit our home page at http://www.ybp.com or call us at 800-258-3774.

YBP Library Services, Inc.
Southampton, England
Corporate E-mail: ybp_uk@ybp.com
Website: http://www.ybp.com
Today's Research... Tomorrow's Discoveries...

ACS Web Editions provide the latest advances in chemistry and the chemical-related sciences on a daily basis, setting new standards for scientific publishing.

Articles ASAP® (As Soon As Publishable) posts each peer-reviewed, fully edited and approved article to the Web as soon as it is ready for publication.

Flexible subscription arrangements allow libraries to receive Web Editions with or without a print subscription. Special organization-wide license rates for Web Editions are available to institutions that maintain all their print subscriptions.

Web Editions
http://pubs.acs.org

YOUR SPECIALIST FOR ALL PUBLICATIONS FROM WESTERN EUROPE (INCLUDING UNITED KINGDOM)

- Experienced, full service subscription agent & bookdealer based in The Netherlands with Liaison Offices all over the world, including North America
- Multilingual, highly educated, dedicated personnel
- Approval plans for material from The Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Scandinavia
- Consolidation services for journal subscriptions
- Automatic claiming, management reports, bibliographic update service
- Electronic access to online database
- Electronic invoicing and prepayment options
- Reduced service charge plans for journal subscriptions
- Monthly publications on new and forthcoming monographs, series, journals and other media

For more information visit our website: http://www.nijhoff.nl

Or contact us at:
HEADQUARTERS
P.O. Box 1853
2700 CZ Zoetermeer
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 79 3684400
Fax: +31 79 3615698
E-mail: csna@nijhoff.nl

LIAISON OFFICE
P.O. Box 562
Marshfield Hills, MA 02051
Phone: 800 664-1853
Fax: 617 837-8642
E-mail: reijnen@nijhoff.nl

LIAISON OFFICE
29 Pridemark Lane
Attleboro, MA 02703
Phone: 800 346-3662
Fax: 508 226-1670
E-mail: middeldorp@nijhoff.nl
UKSG

UNITED KINGDOM SERIALS GROUP

Are you involved with serials as...

☑ a librarian?
☑ a publisher?
☑ an electronic publisher?
☑ an electronic intermediary?
☑ an information specialist?
☑ a system software supplier?
☑ a subscription agent?

If so, are you...

☐ a member of the UK Serials Group?

600 organisations are. You don't even have to be from the UK - a third of our members come from other countries.

UKSG...

- Publishes a lively and informative journal: Serials
- Organises conferences on current ‘hot topics’
- Runs a comprehensive programme of education and training courses
- Has a well established publications programme

An autonomous organisation, the UK Serials Group encourages the exchange and promotion of ideas on printed and electronic serials in a dynamic and rapidly changing environment.

Find out more about the Group, its publications and future activities by visiting our Web site http://www.uksg.org or by contacting

Jill Tolson
UKSG Business Manager
114 Woodstock Road
Witney OX8 6DY UK

Tel: 01993 703466
Fax: 01993 778879
E-mail: uksg@dial.pipex.com
Searching for Information?

Faxon has two solutions.

Faxon Acquire—Your single point for ordering books and journals.

- Total control of the ordering process
- Comprehensive catalog of electronic journals, books, videos, and more
- Complete claiming and customized reporting capabilities

InformationQuest—Your single point of access to electronic journals.

- Instant access to scientific, technical, medical and business journals
- A powerful, state-of-the-art search engine
- Online subscription ordering & management
- Full-text indexing

For more information, or to arrange for a preview of Acquire or IQ, call Faxon today at 1-800-766-0039, ext. 503.

www.faxon.com
Jaeger Global Enterprises is your one stop vendor for many products including data storage products and computer peripherals from 3M, Sony, Verbatim, Fuji, Seagate, Quantum, Fujitsu and many others. We also carry a full line of toner products including recycled cartridges for major brands such as Hewlett-Packard, Canon and Toshiba. For your printing department we can provide pre-press supplies from Agfa, Fuji, 3M, Kodak, etc. We also carry mass storage solutions from mega drive systems, including Raid Systems and Jukeboxes. High speed laser printers from 600–1800 dpi from Xanti, Newgen and Hewlett-Packard. We can quote competitively any products within these areas and invite your inquiries.

Jaeger Global Enterprises, Inc.
Dept. RQ, P.O. Box 9009, Commack, NY 11725-9009

Gentlemen: Please send information & pricing on the following products:

Name: ____________________________
Title: ____________________________
Company/Facility: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: __________ State: __________ Zip: __________
Phone: ____________________________ Fax: ____________________________

All brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies.
MIDWEST LIBRARY SERVICE

from Gutenberg to McLuhan,
Galileo to galaxies—
We cover a universe of books.

PROMPTLY
From major new titles to the obscure “black hole,”
we waste no time.

ACCURATELY
From invoices to status reports, we get it right.

COMPLETELY
From first shipment to completion,
we offer maximum fulfillment.

COMPETITIVELY
From trade discounts to short, we give you your money's worth.

These four pillars form the foundation of Midwest’s many years of service to libraries. Depend on us as your source for U.S. and Canadian books. Save valuable time, effort, and expense by relying on our:

- Expertise in automation services
- Exacting customer service
- Commitment to excellence
- Goal of maximum fulfillment

Call on us for  ■ Firm Orders  ■ Standing Orders
■ Approval Programs  ■ Technical Support Services

Midwest Library Service

11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 ■ USA
800-325-8833 ■ 314-739-3100
FAX 800-962-1009